The Criminal Justice Research Division Web Site

Located at www.sandag.org/cj, SANDAG’s Criminal Justice Research Division’s Web site is host to a wealth of local criminal justice information. You can read about current and past research projects, download recent publications that include crime and arrest data, and link to other sites related to criminal justice. The home page (below) contains a list of major criminal justice-related categories, such as drugs, juveniles, adult offenders, and domestic violence, which will navigate you to topic-specific information.

SANDAG supports local criminal justice planning and policymaking by providing analyses of crime, crime trends, and the response to crime, as well as drug use among arrestees. Current and historical information about crime patterns and prevention are maintained. SANDAG also supports local law enforcement and human services agencies by conducting program evaluations. Recent projects include evaluations of a gender-specific project for at-risk girls, a program targeting mentally ill offenders, and an anti-bias intervention for youth who have committed a hate crime.

You may also navigate to the Criminal Justice Research Division site via SANDAG’s main Web page (www.sandag.org) by clicking on “Criminal Justice,” which is listed on the right of the screen under “Programs.” If you have any problems navigating the site or downloading a publication, or if you have suggestions on how to improve our Web site, please contact Donna Allnutt at (619) 699-6912 or dal@sandag.org.